
Link & Drink on December 
8th- 6:00-9:30pm at Circa in 
San Francisco. Tickets will be 
$10.00 pre-event and $20.00 
at the door. Our Link & Drink 
parties are all about networking 
and not singles events, so feel 
free to invite your friends and 
colleagues! 

Since the holidays will be in full 
swing, we suggest breaking out 
your swankiest holiday attire. 
We have included (on page 4 

of this newsletter) a section on 
winter trends for 2011 for both 
men and women to give you 
some fun ideas!  I look forward 
to meeting and greeting each 
of you. If we haven’t had the 
opportunity to meet in person, 
come say hi.

Finally, in this newsletter you will 
get to read about current Linx 
VIP clients for whom we are 
recruiting matches. You never 
know - you or a friend could be 

a perfect match for one of our 
clients! 

Festive Holiday Wishes and a 
Happy Early 2012,

Amy Andersen 

Founder & CEO 
Linx Dating LLC 
www.linxdating.com

This Winter’s Hot Prospects
Linx is searching for a perfect match for the following clients. There are a myriad of ways for great candi-
dates to participate in Linx, so please do not let financial (or any other) concerns hold you back from email-
ing us if you think you or a friend makes the cut. Thank you!   
(Note: These are for our VIP clients who are based in the Bay Area, unless stated otherwise.)

Linx Female VIPs searching for the following perfect Gentlemen: 

MEN 30-40, Caucasian, 5’10” and up, All-American, and fit. You have 
a quiet confidence about you and were raised with manners and take 
pride in being chivalrous. You are successful, well traveled, and care 
about health and fitness.  We have a handful of female clients who 
desire a man like these. These women are anything but average. Sexy, 
incredibly smart, ambitious, and balanced and very sweet come to mind 
when describing them.   

MEN 45-65, Caucasian or European, 5’8” & up, and masculine. You 
are based in the Bay Area (think Silicon Valley) or East Coast and are 
well educated, worldly, confident, funny, and very successful. You have 
been recognized as a leader in your professional field and might find 
yourself semi-retired these days. At your core you are very intellectual 
and have a gravitas about you that draws people in. You lean conserva-
tive politically and support a woman who closely identifies with Israel. 
Our client is based in New York and the Silicon Valley, but also spends 
considerable time in Tel Aviv. She is gorgeous, early 50’s, petite, 5’4”, 
very funny, extremely well rounded, and warm-hearted. She is huge into 
travel, family (although does not have children of her own), the art world, 
skiing, politics, wine, and romping around. Life will never be boring with 

this woman, and would be filled with passion, curiosity, and fun! Deal breakers for our client: not well educated, 
not well traveled, lazy, and doesn’t own a passport.

Linx Male VIPs searching for the following dream girls:

WOMEN 23-32, any ethnicity. You are petite, pretty, and an extraordinary young woman. You’re best described 
as quirky, a true individualist, creative, highly intellectual, soulful, and kind. You are passionate, have experienced 
life’s ups and downs, and are perhaps considered complex. You are anything but average and want to take the 
world apart and put it uniquely back together upside down with your match! Our client is best described as a 
“force” who holds his Ph.D., and is CEO of a very successful company in the Silicon Valley. He is incredibly articu-
late, funny, and doesn’t take himself too seriously. A marriage with him would be filled with tons of spontaneity, 
intellectual pursuits, and passion. 
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